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Once upon a time, near an undersea 
palace,
a baby dolphin was born, and her 
parents named her Dallas.
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Her parents knew quickly that 
Dallas was special.
Under mom’s fin you could 
surely find her nestled.

The other dolphins loved her 
and thought she was fun.
Her spirit was so bright that 
it shined like the sun.
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Even though she was little,
Dallas loved to adventure.
Playing with crabs was such a 
great pleasure

Her love for a challenge could 
be a SHOCK TO THE HEART!

Especially when she 
would swim circles 
‘round SHARKS.
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Dallas was the fastest the ocean ever had seen.
She could out swim the cheetah fish which is a feat that 
never had been.

Golly, Dallas was reminded to behave if she was being a 
stink,
especially by the octopus who would cover her in ink.
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One fateful day, her pod swam close to the shore.
And when they surfaced, Dallas saw something she’d never 
seen before.
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Upon breaching the water she saw Upon breaching the water she saw 
such a sight!such a sight!
These bizarre wingéd creatures These bizarre wingéd creatures 
doing something called “flight”doing something called “flight”

Dallas was fascinated by these Dallas was fascinated by these 
majestic air beings.majestic air beings.
Where did they come from and what Where did they come from and what 
was she seeing?was she seeing?
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She asked very excitedly, “what were those things!??”She asked very excitedly, “what were those things!??”

Birds fly in the sky which is where they feel free.Birds fly in the sky which is where they feel free.
And you, our dear sweet, get to fly in the sea.”And you, our dear sweet, get to fly in the sea.”

Her mother said, “Darling, those are called birds.Her mother said, “Darling, those are called birds.
They’re born with wings”.They’re born with wings”.
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Dallas felt cheated and started 
to cry.
Why couldn’t she have been 
born up in the sky?

Dallas thought for a while and 
came to a conclusion,
She would train and grow 
stronger.
THERE’S THE SOLUTION!!
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So she began jumping and So she began jumping and 
building her strength,building her strength,
not technically flying, but in not technically flying, but in 
the air for some length.the air for some length.

She would dance in the sky and became so much She would dance in the sky and became so much 
stronger.stronger.
Every next jump was a little bit longer.Every next jump was a little bit longer.
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Eventually she could jump so especially far,
she’d jump from LA and splash near Madagascar.

After every adventure, when Dallas would get home,
she’d tell her Mom the sites and places she’d roamed.

Her mother was impressed by Dallas’s ambition.
And, she’d always encouraged another fun mission.
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But that’s not to say it came without struggle.
One time a hurricane gave her quite a tussle.

The huricane tossed her around the whole planet.
And...
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At the South Pole is where Dallas landed!

She saw ORCAs who were big, black and white.
Sallas said to herself, “Oh wow, what a sight!!”

While she was there she was overjoyed to see,
NEW winged creatures like whom she wanted to be.

“You can fly!” She exclaimed, addressing the birds.

“No, we are penguins! Or haven’t you heard?
We swim in the ocean just like you, Love!
We don’t need all of that sky up above.”
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Dallas was sad and left them to find home.
Was the sky not a place where she would one day roam?

Dallas was so upset and defeated,
She swam the whole way back home. 
From the sky she retreated.

She questioned her dreams and her one true goal.
Was the sky not the place where whe would feel whole?
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When Dallas returned home she faced a whole new issue.
Her parents had been worried and screamed, “Oh how we 
missed you!

“Where have you been and why were you gone for so long??
You know letting your family worry is just wrong.”
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Dallas talked to her mother, then offered her confession,
To live in the sky is her one true obsession.

Her mother was sad to hear her daughter’s truth.
But, being s good mother, she knew what to do.
She said, “my love, if your wish is to live up in the air,
I will tell you a secret to help you stay up there.”
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Her mother then told her the lore of a mystic down below.

“You only get one shot so be sure you’re ready before you 
go.”  
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Then one fateful night Then one fateful night 
the moon was as bright the moon was as bright 
as can be.as can be.
Dallas was inspired! Dallas was inspired! 
She said “tonight is for She said “tonight is for 
me!”me!”

Planning her jump she Planning her jump she 
swam to the bottom of swam to the bottom of 
the ocean.the ocean.
 Her heart started  Her heart started 
pounding, SO filled with pounding, SO filled with 
emotion.emotion.

Once at the bottom she met the mystic Once at the bottom she met the mystic 
Angler Fish. Angler Fish. 

He grinned at her and said, “I know, I He grinned at her and said, “I know, I 
will grant you your wish.”will grant you your wish.”
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Dallas took all of her power and all of her speedDallas took all of her power and all of her speed
and swam straight out of the ocean to finally be freed.and swam straight out of the ocean to finally be freed.

She stormed out She stormed out 
of the water with of the water with 
incredible might!incredible might!
She soared so fast She soared so fast 
she was soon out she was soon out 
of sight.of sight.
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For the first time ever she For the first time ever she 
flew out so far,flew out so far,
she could almost lean in she could almost lean in 
and then kiss a star.and then kiss a star.

Ascending and flying her Ascending and flying her 
heart was a’pounding.heart was a’pounding.
The freedom was magic The freedom was magic 
and the peace was and the peace was 
astounding.astounding.
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From the Earth she just left you could see a small blast.From the Earth she just left you could see a small blast.
Dallas had accomplished her mission, at last!Dallas had accomplished her mission, at last!

SPLASH!!
SPLASH!!
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Her splash on the moon made quite the impression,Her splash on the moon made quite the impression,
so much so that they now call it Crescent.so much so that they now call it Crescent.

So, whenever you look up and see a Crescent moon, So, whenever you look up and see a Crescent moon, 
that’s Dallas the Dolphin reminding you that you can fly too.that’s Dallas the Dolphin reminding you that you can fly too.


